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One·woman's battle against' environmental sensitivities
(Fr08l page 1)

tnents. She movecHnto her mother's house,
where they have.d to eliminate all heavy
cleaning products and convert the heating
system from oil tli>electric. Her mother tries
hard to minimize 'er use of perfume.

How or why sirdeveloped environmen-

tal sensitivities is far from clear, although
experts acknowledge a link between ME
and environmental illness (El), Hamilton
suspects her encounter with the insecticide
at her Kingston apartment is to blame. She
wonders if she, in fact, had the flu at all or
whether she was simply reacting to the bug
spray.

, Indeed, blood samples analysed at a Dal
las clinic in the fall:of 1987, four years
following her initial contact with the irisecti
<:ide, would seem to support her suspicions:
a chloroform level of 7.3 units along with
other "important levels of toxins." The
population average fQr chloroform levels is
less than one unit. .

Hamilton has been feeling better lately,
although "it isn't a norm yet." Her health
varies within the same day, the week or the
month. On a bad day, she is confined to bed
and her syrpptoms flare up. A good day is
when she is able to go downstairs, make a
little something to eat, go for a short walk.

i·. .

She still can't function normally and can't
work. But she tries, to remain optimistic.

"I've been getting better over the past
three years, so the possibility for getting
even. better has to exist," she said. "And if
I'm careful and watch what I eat I'm sure I
will."
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Treating an environmental ailment
obviously dependson its degree of severity
and the source of the problem. Critical
cases, such as non-Hodgkin's lymphoma
(cancer of the immune system, linked to the
chemical 2,4-D commonly used in herbi
cides) require equally serious care.

For others, though, treatment seems sim
ple enough: remove the offending irritant
from your life. This may mean a change in
occupation or a clean sweep of all chemical
products from your home. Perhaps a
change in diet is called for or a new attitude
toward a personal relationship.

Easier said than done.
"Canadians are exposed to multiple tox

ins every day," Marshall said, "In the food
we eat, the water we drink, the air we
breathe. There's been a real onslaught in
every part of our lives.

·'1 think we have to pay more attention to
our Earth/. she added. "And figure out how
we can live in harmony with the Earth and
our ecosystems, which have certainly
served us well in the past."

We can take little comfort in our place at
the helm ofthis shop. Perhaps we would be
well advised to remember the law of the
sea: the captain always goes down with the
vessel.

Nonetheless Koski stresses we must
maintain a sense of hope and a sense of
humor in the face of our environmental
troubles, "1Jecause without them we won't
survive."

·'1 don't: think people should worry, they
should act~'"

than the Pointe Claire dennatologist Or.
June Irwin. Can her the Toxic Avenger.
Backed by an army of heavyweight reports
and statistics gathered worldwide, she is
trying to raise the alarm against our depend
ence on chemicals.

lrwin says our widespread use of pesti
cides and toxins to "enhance" our lives is
backfIring. We may be creating a more
emerald-green lawn or perfect vegetable,
perhaps killing a few bugs, she says, but in
the same breath we're surely poisoning
ourselves.

"There are scientific reports of the im
mune system being depressed by some tox
ic chemicals," Irwin says. Citing Or. Wil
}jam Rea, director of the Environmental
Health Centre in Dallas, Tex., Irwin
quotes, "Recent studies on human subjects
have substantiated the numerous animal
studies which have shown the serious con
sequences of chronic, low-level chemical
exposures."

lrwin notes the only way to detect che
mical sensitivities or toxic poisoning is
through specific blood tests. She routinely
sends blood samples to the Dallas clinic for
analyses and says the results often confinn
her suspicions, showing "important levels

.of toxins." Tests of this kind are unavail
able to the public here in Canada, she says.

·'The only way to get anywhere is
through the blood tests," says Irwin. "It's
the real eye-opener. So why are we with-'

. holding this service?
"Why do athletes get involuntary testing

and we can't get it voluntarily? They all
measure chemicals in the blood."

Any number of physical and mental fac
tors can affect the body's immune system,
says Marshall, including biological predis
position, extreme emotional stresses and
excessive exposure to toxic materials.
Afterwards, those chemicals we take for
granted and use liberally on a daily basis
only aggravate an already fragile state.

The symptoms of El are wide-ranging
and chronic, usually affecting the central
nervous system, according to Marshall. A
persistent cough or headache, nausea,
dizziness, a skin rash, exhaustion, respira
tory problems, muscle pain, blurred vision,
an inability to concentrate. They run the
gamut. And the culprit is just as difficult to
pin down. Perhaps a newly-developed sen
sitivity to your morning coffee or that col
ogne you got for your birthday. Or maybe
the weed killer your local hospital sprayed
last week is to blame.

The list of causes and effects seems end
less. What's more, experts say, one symp
tom often turns to multiple sensitivities;
new, troubling reactions to certain foods,
for example, which were not previously a
cause for concern. Dr. Marshall calls it the
"spreading phenomena." They have a name
for it, but can't explain why it occurs.

Every person's body responds different
ly to chemical exposures, though. What
may cause one person to fall ill may com
pletely escape someone else. Physical
symptoms to a specific chemical can vary
greatly from one individual to another, too.

"Environmental illness provokes a very
individual kind of response," explains Dar
lene Koski, Ontario co-ordinator of the
Allergy and Environmental Health Asso-

Chemical·exposure takes tol~ on health, some MDs claim
ciation. "Any body s~stem can be affected.
One person may lose their voice, another
can have chronic dianlhea as a reaction. We
can't say pesticides wpuld lead to a flu-like
response, for example, because in others it
could include rashes pr asthma."

Environmental ail~ents can be so insi
dious in nature that Imany people aren't
even aware they've ~n affected. Koski
notes "thousands of People out there are
very sick and not ~ing serviced by the
medical community ail large."

"In Ontario, we estimate more than
30,000 - the tip of ~e iceberg as far as
we're concerned - hiave been to MDs. A
small portion are totally disabled, a greater
number are out there ~attling daily life and
another group don 't ~ven know they have
it," Koski said. . :

(No statistics are available for Quebec,
and no branch of the 4..11ergy and Environ
mental Health Agenc)1 has been established
in this province.) i

Clearly, many questions remain to be
answered and meanwhile, environmental
illness is still somewh~t of a mystery to the
medical community. [Routine diagnostic
tests do not detect c~emical sensitivities:
how can someone be *ickwhen the results
come back negative? How to treat a
seemingly non-existent illness?

Both Koski and ~arshall admit many
doctors are resisting E as a valid diagnosis,
particularly specialists, who seek the root of
the problem in the affdcted area rather than
from a whole body peJ1;pective. I'sychiatric
referrals are common.1

Others, however, h,ve already accepted
the legitimacy of El, pfrhaps none more so

"
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Mother Earth is suffcring. This we
know. We know too that countless plant
and animal species have been wiped out or
are increasingly threatened by man's insati-
a bled r i v e for " p rog res s " and
"development." But what of the authors of
this madness: what kind of effect do the
myriad of chemicals we ingest daily - in .
our food. or water, the air we breathe 
have on the human system? Can we some
how expect to escape unscathed?

Some pcople think not. They believe this
chemical cocktail results in a toxic hangov
er they call "cnvironmental illness," or El.
They aho believe many of its sufferers are
walking around undiagnosed, untreated
and unwell.

Dr. Lynn Marshall is a general practi~

tioner in Arnprior, Ont: who has taken a
special interest in environmental medicine,
a new perspective on the human condition
which considers our relationship to our
whole environment, then treat it according
ly. Marshall defines El as "an adverse post
response to environmental exposures in
susceptible individuals."

Simply put, something has skewed the
immune system and, depending on the indi
vidual, this breach in our natural defences is
characterized by an infection or virus, and!
or allergies and sensitivities where none
existed before.

This initial weakness is then compound
ed by the pervasive nature of our lives with
chemicals: we IIave co-existed for this long,
so why are lie suddenly rejecting each
other?


